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INTRODUCTION

*Nobiran Wonderworker. Re-flavored as Follower of
Odin. These characters must wear grey clothing, they
must right wrongs, and learn new lore.
Welcome to the Tomb of the Mad Jarl! Wild
*Priestess. Re-flavored as a Christian Priest. They are
adventures, devious traps, savage monsters, and heaps forbidden from slaying humans (monsters are okay)
of treasure await any adventurers brave (or foolhardy) and they must be celibate. Male only.
enough to go into its depths.
*Witch. Re-flavored as Wise Woman. Female only. Use
the Antiquarian option.
While this module was designed with the Adventurer
Conqueror King System (ACKS), it could be used with If you have access to the recently released Heroic
any “old school” roleplaying system. The main
Fantasy Handbook, you may want to consider the
mechanic that will need to be tweaked is Armor Class. following options as well:
In ACKS, 0 is the AC of an unarmored person and AC
ascends with high Dexterity and/or armor.
Runemaker. No adjustment.
Venturer. Replace the “normal” Venturer with the
This adventure should be a good fit for 4-6 players of revised one in this book.
about 3rd level. Tell the players not to be afraid of
getting henchmen, particularly if there are 4 players.

GM BACKGROUND

While you should have access to the ACKS core book,
you may also want the ACKS Player’s Companion for
more “local” classes. The Lairs & Encounters book can
help flesh out encounters in the region in more detail, Long ago, a Jarl won his throne through deceit and
trickery, rather than through noble deeds. He turned
if you want to make the overland travel more
to Loki for support and worshiped the trickster god
interesting and deadly!
exclusively.
All monster entries will contain the page number in the
ACKS core book that they can be found on, or if they No would-be usurper could get him out of his throne.
are new to this adventure, their full stat block can be He acted irrationally, sometimes executing people for
made-up crimes and promoting known criminals to
found in Appendix 1.
positions of power and authority. His strange behavior
earned him the moniker, “The Mad Jarl”.

CHARACTER OPTIONS

Before going any further, here are the allowed ACKS
classes (if the adventurers are “local”), with some
explanatory notes. If a character class has a Jutland
regional option, always choose that for “local”
characters. Player’s Companion classes will be noted
with an asterisk (*).

After his death, he was buried, along with the treasure
he accumulated in life and many strange magical
items, in a massive cave complex in a nearby fjord and
the entrance was sealed. The location of the tomb was
forgotten by all right-thinking people.

Recently, an earthquake opened the tomb and it has
become a sanctuary for beastmen and bandits. Raids
Thief, Assassin, Explorer, & *Venturer. No adjustment. against honest farming folk have caused them to reach
Fighter. Female Fighters are called Shield Maidens.
out to Jarl Ragnar Olafsson for aid. But he has been
Cleric. Re-flavored as Warrior-Priest of Thor.
busy with fighting with beastman clans of the west to
Mage. Re-flavored as Loremaster of Loki.
deal effectively with some minor raids. He has been
Bard. Re-flavored as a Skald.
trying to recruit adventurers to take care of this issue.
*Barbarian. Re-flavored as a Berserker.
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Adventure Hooks

the village of Caldbeck. Speaking to the captain of the
boat, he only knew that the raids have brought
suffering to the people and they want relief. He docks
the longboat and bids you good luck.

- Sanctuary! The character is an outcast, but Jarl
Ragnar has offered his protection, if they help him with
the raids.
- Wealth! The Jarl will allow the party to keep any
valuables they find at the source of the raids. Just
make the raids stop!
It is assumed that the adventure starts with the
- Rescue! Someone close to a party member has been characters on the dock of Caldbeck and the longboat
kidnapped and taken to the caves.
leaving to go further downstream. Treat Caldbeck as a
- Intrigue! Some person / group interested in the fall of Market Class III settlement for equipment, due to
Jarl Ragnar wants the party to clear the caves in their heavy trade with the Jarl’s capital.
name, not his.
Caldbeck has thriving trade due to being on the Great
River and fertile soil to the east, so it is both wealthy
and important to Jarl Ragnar. Of course any number of
rivals or enterprising parties will be aware of this fact
After you met with Jarl Ragnar and agreed to find the as well...
source of the raids, you took a longboat downriver to

Start of Adventure

Player Background
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MAP OF VILLAGE
Each square is 30 feet

VILLAGE Locations
1,4 = Dock that party starts at
3,3 = Riverside Inn
4,11 = The Crone's Hut
6,8 = Mayor Lief's Home
11,5 = Temple of Thorr
12,5 = Jarl's Temporary Quarters
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VILLAGE RUMORS

Name: Sven Thorrsman
Appearance: Perfect physique. Super handsome. LongWhen at the inn, roll 1d8 to find out which of these rumors that haired blonde.
the party hears from the hearty peasants:
Class: Cleric 2
Worships: Thor
1) Jarl Gunnar in the south doesn’t have any problems
Personality: Gregarious. Faithful. Loyal to the Jarl. Tries
with beastman & bandit raids. (True.)
to emulate stories of Thor. Is afraid that someone will
2) Brynwulf is a lazy drunk who does nothing, yet
discover that he has been taking drinks from the holy
always has enough money for a drink. He must be a
Thorrsmead, which gives him 18 STR and 18 CON. Faith
god in disguise. (False; he is an assassin who uses a
shaken by lack of response from Thor over this theft.
disguise to appear always drunk.)
Goals: Push out Christianity. Maintain the flock. Keep
3) The Crone is immortal due to Odin’s blessing. (False;
his secret.
she is just really old.)
Location: 11,5 [on Caldbeck map]
4) Erik, Jarl Ragnar’s son, at the fort, isn’t defending us
from the beastmen & bandits. (True.)
Name: Nefka
5) A Shield Maiden would be a better Jarl than Erik!
Appearance: Stocky, with immaculately braided har.
(Maybe?)
Class: Shield Maiden 3
6) Mayor Leif worships that strange new god that died,
Worships: Freja
but is alive again. (False; Leif worships Thor, but he
Personality: Mamma Bear. Woe to those who upset
tolerates Christians. They are peaceful.)
her. Kind to thralls. Loyal to her husband, the Jarl.
7) Some adventurers went looking for the source of
Goals: Increase prestige of Shield Maidens. Ensure that
the raids and never returned. (True.)
the Jarl maintains his power.
8) The raiders can turn invisible and sneak around our
Location: 12,5 [on Caldbeck map] at her husband's
defenses! (False; there is a secret entrance to the
side
dungeon that the raiders use.)

IMPORTANT NPCS

Name: Brynwulf
Appearance: Slightly rotund. Rosy cheeks. A bit
chubby.
Class: Assassin 2
Here are the essentials about various NPCs that the
party may meet. Please be aware that all good Norse Worships: Loki (secretly)
worship all the gods, but there is usually a primary god Personality: Friendly drunkard
Goals: Cause chaos. Make other gods to look bad.
they worship.
Location: On the side of the road in Caldbeck, drinking
mead
Name: Jarl Ragnar Olafsson
Appearance: Wild grey beard. Massive scar on left
Name: The Crone
cheek.
Appearance: Hooked nose with a large wart on the left
Class: Fighter 5
side; stringy white hair
Worships: Thor
Class: Witch 3 (Antiquarian)
Personality: Proud, Aggressive, Honorable. Secretly
very worried about the cave. Getting older / slower. Worships: Frigg
Personality: Crotchety old woman (she has seen 100
Afraid of potential usurpers.
Goals: Maintain power over the prosperous farms. Not winters)
lose any valuable land to Jarl Gunnar, whose territory Goals: Push out Christianity. Keep respect of the old
is just south of the map. Pacify beastmen to the west. ways. Sells potions and herbal remedies.
Location: 12,5 [on Caldbeck map] with his wife, Nefka Location: 4,11 [on Caldbeck map]
[on Caldbeck map]
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Name: Erik
Appearance:
Class: Fighter 2
Worships: Jesus Christ (secretly)
Personality: Careful, slow to act, deliberate
Goals: Gain respect of his father, Jarl Ragnar. Stop
persectuion of Christians.
Location: The Trelleborg, hex 8,11 [on the region map]
Name: Mayor Leif
Appearance: Perfectly arranged. Not a single stray
hair.
Class: Level 0 human
Worships: Thor

Personality: Conniving. Vain. He probably thinks this
adventure is about him.
Goals: Stay the mayor by any means necessary
Location: 6,8 [on Caldbeck map]
Name: The Oracle
Appearance: Wild, unkempt man in rags
Class: See stats in Random Encounters section
Worships: Unknown
Personality: Crazed.
Goals: Prevent the rebirth of Baldr
Location: hex 12,3 [on the region map] or a random
encounter
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REGION MAP
(Scale = 1-mile hexes)

Hex information
2,11 = Village of Caldbeck
1,4 + 3,5 + 5,9 + 4,12 + 11,12 = small farmer homes that can accommodate adventurers for a night.
3,7 = Ancient battlefield
6,2 = Secret entrance to the Tomb
8,6 = 'normal' entrance to the Tomb
8,11 = The Trelleborg
12,3 = The Oracle
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RANDOM ENCOUNTERS
[Wilderness]

group of allied bandits and ask them to come with
them on the raid. If treated well, when they return to
the Tomb, all other beastmen will automatically be
friendly to the party.

6) The Oracle. A mad man in tattered robes with wild,
unkempt hair (AC 2, 4 HD, Save as C4, 1 staff @ 1d6+2
damage) wanders about the countryside yelling about
Ragnarök and gods being reborn. If he sees the party,
1) Thrall fleeing in terror from his abusive, but rightful he will come to them and beg them not to bring back
any dead gods they may encounter. If they swear an
owner. The thrall begs for safety and the owner
demands his return. If the party helps the thrall, he will oath not to, he considers the oath binding until the
serve as a loyal torchbearer for food and shelter. If the end of time and leaves. If they treat him poorly, are
aggressive to him, break their oath, or are dismissive
party helps the owner, he will give them a dagger.
(Dagger is named 'Brutus'. It is an intelligent Dagger +1 with him, he disappears, but will return at an
that can cast 'charm person' 1/day. Brutus has INT 7 inopportune time with 6d4 berserkers. (AC 2, 1+1 HD,
and can detect enemies 3/day as a wand of detecting Save as F1, 1 great axe @ 1d12+1, page 183)
enemies. It constantly advises the wielder to
overthrow authority and for the wielder to be the new Option 1-3 can only happen once. If 1-3 is rolled again,
chose 4, 5, or 6 to happen instead, prioritizing 6 if it
ruler.)
has not happened yet.
2) 3d6 + 3 wolves (AC 2, 2+2 HD, Save as F1, 1 bite @
1d6 damage, page 202). Their ribs are clearly visible
through their unkempt coats. If the party offers them
food, re-roll reaction table with a +2 bonus. They will
eat the food and leave. The next outdoor combat that Eric, the Jarl's son, stays in this fort along with 20
the party finds itself in, the wolves will intervene on soldiers. (AC 2, 1+1 HD, Save as F1, 1 great axe @
1d12+1, berserker entry on page 183). Each man is a
their behalf.
secret follower of Jesus Christ, just like Eric. They
wrestle with whether or not a Christian can go out and
3) An ogre (AC 4, 4+1 HD, save as F4, 1 large club @
fight, which is why they have not been doing patrols.
1d10 damage, page 187) with impeccable manners
sitting at a campfire eating a bear. If offered alcohol, They only reveal this information to a Christian Priest
or if magically compelled. Their normal excuse is that
additional food, or at least 50 gp (or items worth at
least 50 gp), he will share his campfire with the party they lack manpower to properly patrol the whole area.
and give them pointers about an adjacent hex, thus
allowing them to instantly locate a point of interest in
the hex or automatically avoid the next encounter in
that hex (as appropriate). He will not enter the Tomb.
When entering any hex, roll 1d6. On a roll of 1-4, no
encounter. On a roll of 5-6, roll 1d6 and consult the
following chart to see what the party encounters:

The Trelleborg

Entrance to The Tomb of
the Mad Jarl

4) A horde (4d6) of lesser draugr (AC 1, 2 HD, Save as
F1, 1 punch @ 1d8 damage, page 203) appear and
The two massive stone doors that closed the tomb are
assault the nearest living beings. These lesser draugr lying on the ground, fractured into thousands of
use the stats of zombies in the ACKS core book.
pieces. The entrance to the tomb is open to any and all
brave (or foolish) enough to enter. Careful examination
5) A warband of 30 orcs (AC 3, 1 HD, save as F1, 1 rusty reveals that whatever force opened the doors came
weapon @ 1d6 damage, page 187) is out looking for an from the inside.
easy raiding target. They may mistake the party as a
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Random Encounters
[tomb]

2) 2d8+2 skeletons (AC 2, 1 HD, Save as F1, 1 rusty axe
@ 1d6, page 193) that got lost from the Necromancer's
War. Leader = Necromancers from room K

3) 2 gnoll champions (AC 5, 3 HD, Save as F3, 1 polearm
Every turn, roll 1d6. On a roll of 1-4, no encounter. On @ 1d10+2 damage, page 171) gambling with dice
a roll of 5-6, roll 1d4 and consult the following chart to made from elven bone. The stake is 10 platinum
pieces. Leader = Kang from room L
see what the party encounters:
If a particular group has been wiped out, or the leader 4) 4d4 penguins (AC 2, 1 HD, Save as F1, 1 beak peck @
1d6 damage, Appendix 1). They are adorable. They
is killed, that encounter becomes “no encounter”.
follow the party (if treated kindly) until the party
1) 4 morlocks (AC 1, 1 HD, Save as F1, 1 rusty knife @ reaches room O, at which point they rejoin their
1d6 damage, page 185) looking for fresh meat. Leader brethern. Their squawking prevents the party from
being surprised or surprising anyone. The rest of the
= none, but the rest of them are in room C.
dungeon inhabitants are superstitious about the
penguins and generally do not attack them. Leader =
pixies in room O.
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Map of the Tomb
Each square is 10 ft
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Keyed Locations

their, shall we say, intimate knowledge of human
anatomy, if a character is wounded and rests in the
room, they heal 3 hp, rather than rolling 1d3. The door
Unless otherwise stated, all walls, floors, and ceilings in the northeast is locked up tight (-4 to Open Locks
of the tomb are worked stone. The ceilings are 20 feet proficiency throw). The door to room E, is covered in
dust and trapped with an Arrow Trap. When triggered,
high. Doors are made of heavy wood, with iron
banding and should be considered closed by default. an arrow fires from a hidden location, attacking one
Torches are next the each door, thus giving full light to adventurer with a 9+ attack throw for 1d6+1 damage.
each room (unless otherwise stated in the room
D. Mural Room. Along the walls of this room, a massive
description).
colorful mural has been drawn, showing a funeral
A “regular” door is noted on the map with this symbol: procession. Around the fallen are drawn chests
overflowing with gold. Upon closer examination, a few
gold pieces were embedded in the mural. An hour of
work digs out 4d100 gp. The final scene in the
procession shows a boat crossing an underground
A secret door is noted on the map with this symbol:
river. Other than the mural, there is nothing in this
room, other than a small chest surrounded by
humanoid bones in the southeast corner. On the lock
of of the chest is a Poisoned Needle Trap. The one
A. Entrance from hex 8,6
who triggers the trap must Save versus Poison or die.
Within the chest is 5,000 sp, and 4 small ram horns
B. Throne Room. In the middle of this room sits a
carved from pearl each worth 250 gp each. The door to
throne made of pure, gleaming ivory that could sit an room E is covered in dust and trapped with an Arrow
ogre. The remnants of a bright red carpet leads from Trap. When triggered, an arrow fires from a hidden
the western door to the throne. The first character
location, attacking one adventurer with a 9+ attack
that sits in it hears a whispering voice in their ear
throw for 1d6+1 damage.
asking them what their greatest deed was. Players may
embellish the truth, but the throne knows if the player E. Library. Each door to the library is covered in dust
is lying. Upon telling the deed, an appropriate magic and trapped with an Arrow Trap. When triggered, an
weapon or magic item will appear in the character's arrow fires from a hidden location, attacking one
hand. The second character to sit on the throne will be adventurer with a 9+ attack throw for 1d6+1 damage.
asked for a deed greater than the previous person. The Within the library itself, there is no light, and there are
third person has to tell an even greater deed, so on
dusty shelves full of decayed books and loose sheets of
and so forth. If a player lies or the deed is not
paper. A turn of searching will turn up 3d4 usable 1st
considered greater, the throne deals 1d4 non-lethal level arcane scrolls written in Norse.
damage by pushing the character on the floor. See
Appendix 2 for items.
F. Elf Room. This room contains 10 elves (AC 4, 1+1 HD,
Save as E1, 1 sword @ 1d6 damage, page 168) + 1 4th
C. Cannibals. Around a bubbling cooking pot big
level Elven Spellsword named Emeth the Endless (AC 4,
enough to fit two full grown men, stand a group of 12 4 HD, Save as E4, 1 sword @ 1d6+2 damage, cast spells
morlocks. (AC 1, 1 HD, Save as F1, 1 rusty knife @ 1d6 as a 4th level Elven Swordsman, Appendix 1). They are
damage, page 185) They have recently eaten and are laying siege to the dwarves in Room G, whom they
not automatically hostile to the party. They tire of
believe are digging too deep and too greedily. They will
beastman and human flesh. They desire something
ask the party's help to clear out the dwarves in return
more. If brought a live elf or dwarf (or one that has
for 50% the pre-mined treasure. Until the party
been dead for less than a day), they will eat it and
allow the party to safely rest in their room. Due to
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publicly picks a side (or does something hostile), the
elves will allow them to pass through unmolested.
G. Dwarf Room. This room contains 10 dwarves (AC 5,
1 HD, Save as D1, 1 axe @ 1d6+1 damage, page 166) +
1 4th level Dwarven Vaultguard named Tordek, son of
Tordek (AC 6, 4 HD, Save as D4, 1 sword @ 1d6+2
damage). They want the elves gone, so they can take
the gems from the mine out to sell. The mine is in the
southeast corner of the room and is 10 feet tall by ten
feet wide. It currently goes down 100 feet at a steep
angle. Until the party publicly picks a side (or does
something hostile), the dwarves will allow them to
pass through unmolested.
H. Baldr's Bier. In this dark room, the god Baldr lies
dead on a massive bier engraved with dozens of crying
people, and there are 13 mistletoe spears piercing his
body. Around the bier are 10 emeralds, shaped like
tears (each emerald is worth 1,000 gp). If the spears
are all removed, he is returned to life. He thanks the
party by granting each member of the party +1 to all
stats and then disappears into the heavens.

K. Necromancer's War. This room features an eternal
war between two necromancers, Ernesto (who wears a
skeletal duck pendent) and Bertrand (who wears a
zombified pigeon pendent). Ernesto holes up in the
northwest corner of the room and Bertrand holes up in
the southeast corner of the room. They are content to
summon lesser draugr (AC 1, 2 HD, Save as F1, 1 punch
@ 1d8 damage, use zombie stats from page 203) and
skeletons (AC 2, 1 HD, Save as F1, 1 rusty axe @ 1d6,
page 193) and throw them at each in other. At any
given time, each side has 5 lesser draugr and 5
skeletons battling. The necromancers are polite
enough to allow the party to peacefully walk through,
but should the party destroy any of one side's undead,
the other will necromancer will attack, unless the party
immediately agrees to destroy an equal number of
undead on the other side. Once the “scales are
balanced”, the necromancers will allow the party to
freely walk by again. If a necromancer is killed, all the
undead controlled by the dead necromancer will fall
under the control of the live one. (AC 1, 6 HD, Save as
F6, 1 attack @ 1d4 damage, Appendix 1). They can cast
up to 3rd level Arcane spells and the spell animate
dead.

I. Beastman Staging Room. Filth covers everything in
this room, even the ceiling. Discarded rags, old bones, L. Beastman King. Sitting upon a chair made from a
etc. A turn's worth of searching will reveal some barely jawbone of shark that was easily the size of a longboat
usable adventuring equipment, like rope and a lantern. is Kang, the self-styled King of Beastmen (AC 5, 4 HD,
There is a 25% chance of 10 + 4d4 orcs (page 187),
Save as F4, 2 attacks [1 weapon & 1 bite] @
gnolls (page 171), or hobgoblins (page 177) preparing 1d10+2/1d4 damage, Appendix 1). Upon his hideous
to go on a raid. Re-roll each time the party re-enters head is a tarnished golden crown made for a child. He
the room (unless Kang is dead).
is a combination of all the different beastmen. His
head is like that of an orc with a gnoll's snout and body
J. Wounded Valkyrie. In this room is a Valkyrie cradling proportions of a goblin (despite being 8 feet tall).
the dead body of an adventurer. His weapon and
Around him are is elite guard of 4 gnoll champions (AC
shield are shattered and many beastmen bodies lie at 5, 3 HD, Save as F3, 1 polearm @ 1d10+2 damage,
his feet. The valkyrie herself is wounded from many
page 171). He wants more easy wealth to add to his
arrow wounds and she is at 1 hp. A Christian Priest's pile (5,149 sp, 750 ep, & 213 gp in a large, unorganized
healing spells harm the pagan mockery of an angel. If pile). If the party fights him, he uses his morningstar
healed, she gives the party one feather from her wings +2, charm person (wielder able to use the spell charm
before disappearing.The feather will summon her to person 3/week). If killed, the beastmen fight amongst
fight on the party's side in battle for 10 rounds and
themselves for leadership and eventually leave the
then the feather flies off into the heavens. (AC 7, 7 HD, tomb over the course of the next week.
Save as D7, 1 gleaming two-handed sword @ 1d10+3
damage, Appendix 1)
M. Troll Slaver. A troll wearing a torn robe, like that of
a great king checks the locks on a cage containing 5
humans. (AC 5, 6 HD, Save as F6, 3 attacks [2 claws & 1
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bite] @ 1d6/1d6/1d10 damage, page 199) He offers to out of the longboat to attack the party. Every time the
sell human thralls for 750 gp, but will buy human
party approaches the river, there is a 25% chance of
thralls for 500 gp and non-human thralls for 1,000 gp. the longboat appearing to block their way. Killing or
He is allied to the beastmen and will not buy beastman turning all 15 lesser draugr will prevent the longboat
thralls. Anybody in need of rescue is here.
from appearing ever again.
N. Entrance from hex 6,2. This 5 mile long, 10 foot
Q. The Tomb. A small dock leads to crumbling stairs
wide tunnel is completely unlit, and while in it, roll 1d6 that approach 40 foot tall wooden double doors. Upon
twice, instead of once to see if there is a random
the door, a massive tree is carved, inlaid with golden
encounter.
mistletoe. Two hours of work removes the gold, which
is worth 300 gp. On the east side of this unlit room lies
O. Pixie Enclosure. The temperature in this room is
the sarcophagus of the Mad Jarl. In the darkness near
much, much colder than the rest of the Tomb. 20
the ground, several multi-colored lights light up, the
pixies (AC 6, 1 HD, Save as E1, 1 dagger @ 1d4 damage, eyes of 10 mummified cats (AC 1, 1 HD, Save as F1, 1
page 168) & their penguin mounts (AC 2, 1 HD, Save as claw @ 1d4 damage, Appendix 1). These undead cats
F1, 1 beak peck @ 1d6 damage, Appendix 1) are
are harmless (unless you are allergic) and they can be
constantly on patrol in the ice-cold pond in the middle turned as skeletons. The room is full of woodchips
of the pond. The rest of the dungeon inhabitants are painted yellow in mockery of gold pieces. In the
superstitious about the penguins (due to the invisible sarcophagus, next to the desiccated corpse of the Mad
pixies) and generally do not attack them. A small patch Jarl, is a holy symbol of Loki, the Shield of Uncertainty
of land in the pond contains an immaculate wooden (Appendix 3), Desperation (Appendix 3), and the Ring
shack with two statues of orcs out front “guarding” the of Loki (Appendix 3)
entrance. The pixies are friendly to adventurers (as
long as the adventurers do not go to the shack, which R. Crashed UFO. At the crashed UFO (flying saucer
the pixies will tell the party 3 times), but hostile to
shaped), 7 aliens (AC 1, 3 HD, Save as F6, 1 raygun @
beastmen or the undead. In the shack, sits a Lawful
3d4 damage, Appendix 1) are milling about (imagine
medusa (AC 1, 4 HD, Save as F7, 1 snakebite @ 1d6
the stereotypical little green men with big heads and
damage + poison, page 182) surrounded by Christian black eyes). They are the degenerate remnants of a
icongraphy. She was promised by a wandering priest once proud alien race that crash landed here millennia
that if she spent 100 years in uninterrupted prayer,
ago. They speak their own language, but if the party
solitude, and contemplation, she would become
has magic, the aliens can communicate with the party.
human and acquire salvation. Any interruption resets They speak like “cavemen” (Me name Thogg, this me
the clock.
weapon...etc). The UFO's doors only open when the
aliens approach. The door will not open for anyone
P. The Underground River. Patrolling the river is a
else. At least once a week, 4d6 lesser drauger climb
ghostly 40 foot long longboat, crewed by 15 lesser
out of the river and attack the aliens. (AC 1, 2 HD, Save
draugr (AC 1, 2 HD, Save as F1, 1 punch @ 1d8
as F1, 1 punch @ 1d8 damage, page 203...use zombie
damage, page 203...use zombie entry) who will leap entry)

Appendix 1: New Monsters
ALIENS

Alignment: Neutral
Movement: 150' (50')
Armor Class: 1
Hit Dice: 3
Attacks: 1 ray gun

Damage: 3d4
Save: F6
Morale: 0
Treasure Type: 1 ray gun & 1d4+1 ammo cubes
XP: 50
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EMETH THE ENDLESS
Alignment: Neutral
Movement: 150' (30')
Armor Class: 4
Hit Dice: 4
Attacks: 1 weapon
Damage: 1d6+2
Save: E4
Morale: +2
Treasure Type: E
XP: 80

KANG, KING OF BEASTMEN
Alignment: Chaotic
Movement: 150' (30')
Armor Class: 5
Hit Dice: 4
Attacks: 1 weapon & 1 bite
Damage: 1d10+2 + 1d4
Save: F4
Morale: 0
Treasure Type: None
XP: 80

MUMMIFIED CAT

Save: F6
Morale: +3
Treasure Type: L
XP: 250

PIXIE'S PENGUIN MOUNT
Alignment: Neutral
Movement: 30' (10')
→ Swim: 150' (50')
→ Belly Slide on Ice: 120' (40')
Armor Class: 2
Hit Dice: 1
Attacks: 1 beak peck
Damage: 1d6
Save: F1
Morale: -2 (unless ridden by pixie, in which case it is
+2)
Treasure Type: None
XP: 5

TORDEK, SON OF TORDEK
Alignment: Chaotic
Movement: 150' (30')
Armor Class: 6
Hit Dice: 4
Attacks: 1 weapon
Damage: 1d6+2
Save: D4
Morale: +2
Treasure Type: E
XP: 80

Alignment: Chaotic
Movement: 90' (30')
Armor Class: 1
Hit Dice: 1
Attacks: 1 claw
Damage: 1d4
Save: F1
VALKYRIE
Morale: -2
Alignment: Lawful
Treasure Type: Special; gems in eye sockets are worth Movement: 180' (60')
100 gp each
→ Flight: 240' (80')
XP: 5
Armor Class: 7
Hit Dice: 7
Attacks: 1 (weapon)
NECROMANCER
Damage: weapon+3
Alignment: Chaotic
Save: D7
Movement: 120' (40')
Morale: +3
Armor Class: 1
Treasure Type: Special – The Valkyrie only drops the +3
Hit Dice: 6
weapon they wield. It gives off a light like a torch and
Attacks: 1 dagger
cannot be “turned off”.
Damage: 1d4
XP: 500
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Appendix 2: MAGIC Items from the throne
+1 weapon, locate objects 1/day, 120' range
imply spell use unless the magic is usable by the
- This weapon allows the wielder to sense the direction character’s class and level.
of a well-known or clearly visualized object. The
wielder can search for general items, in which case the gauntlets of ogre power
nearest one of its kind is located if more than one is
- They grant the wearer the great strength of 18,
within range. The wielder cannot specify a unique item granting all of the benefits to attack throws and
unless he or she has observed that particular item
damage rolls that this strength score confers. The
firsthand (not through divination). This effect is
wearer may punch with these gloves, inflicting 1d4
blocked by even a thin sheet of lead or gold. Creatures points of damage. These gauntlets further allow the
cannot be found by this spell.
wearer to transport an extra 10 stone. Both gauntlets
must be worn for the magic to be effective.
+1 weapon, +1d4 fire damage on hit
- If the weapon is a ranged weapon, it confers this
bracers of armor +2
property to any ammunition fired from it.
- They grant the wearer an AC as though he were
wearing armor. Both bracers must be worn for the
+1 weapon, returning weapon
magic to be effective, and no other armor may be
- When thrown, whether it hits or misses, it returns to worn with the bracers (magical or non-magical).
the wielder's hand instantly. Short range (+0 to hit) is Dexterity modifiers do apply. The protection offered by
up to 20'. Medium range (-2 to hit) is 21' to 40'. Long the bracers can be combined with other magical
range (-5 to hit) is 41' to 60'.
effects that alter AC, such as a ring of protection or
cloak of protection.
helm of comprehending languages
- This item grants its wearer the ability to understand ring of water walking
the spoken words of any creature, and to read text in - Any character wearing this ring can walk on water as
any language or any magical writing. Note that
if it were solid, dry land. If put on while the character is
understanding a magical text does not necessarily
submerged, that character will rise to the surface at a
rate of 50 feet a round.

APPENDIX 3: Other magic items
Brutus
- Intelligent Dagger +1 that can cast 'charm person'
1/day. Brutus has INT 7 and can detect enemies 3/day
as a wand of detecting enemies. It constantly advises
the wielder to overthrow authority and for the wielder
to be the new ruler.

At full hp, no bonus to hit / damage, but it is
still considered magical
• At ½ hp or above, +2 to hit / damage, and a
natural roll of '20' forces a morale roll
• At 2 hp to ½ hp, +3 to hit / damage, and a
natural roll of '19 or '20' forces a morale roll
• At 1 hp, Automatically hit, +3 damage, and
Desperation
a natural roll of '15 or '20' forces a morale
- Battle Axe. Has different powers based on the current
roll
hp of the wielder.
The axe turns increasingly red as the hp of the wielder
decreases.
•
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morningstar +2, charm person
- Wielder able to use the spell charm person 3/week
Ray Gun
- Uses crossbow weapon proficiency. Uses an ammo
cube that has 10 shots each. Newly found ray guns
contain 1d10-1 shots. Short range 0'-50', Medium
range (-2 to hit), 51'-150', Long range (-5 to hit), 151'300'

Ring of Loki
- 3/day – shoots a dart of mistletoe for 1d6 damage.
Range is 50'.
Shield of Uncertainty
- Shield +1. When the wielder takes damage in melee,
the attacker is subject to to one of the following spells
(any area of effect spells only target attacker). Roll 1d6.
1 = Magic Missile, 2 = Sleep, 3 = Faerie Fire, 4 =
Command Word (the word is “dance”), 5 = Charm
Person, 6 = Cure Light Wounds. Upon the shield is a
question mark and no other ornamentation.
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Appendix 4: Player Maps
The next couple pages are player maps of the region. Feel free to print them and give them to the players! One is in color and the
other is black and white. 1 hex = 1 mile.
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One hex = 1 mile
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Appendix 5: Further Campaign Ideas
Land revenue is 9 gp on all the light green hexes of the region map (such as 1,1), rather than rolling 3d3 to see
what the land revenue is. Quite the valuable domain!

Appendix 6: So, you let the cannibals eat sentient
beings
What happens if the party allows the cannibals to eat
non-human flesh? In every case, if the cannibals are Dwarf – Any dwarf that finds out about it becomes
fed, they are friendly to the party and will let them to hostile to the party.
sleep safely in room I.
Elf – Any elf that finds out about it becomes hostile to
Baldr – Baldr can never be resurrected. The cannibals the party.
become immortal (except to mistletoe) and 2 weeks
after consuming Baldr, they coalesce into a single
Fairy – They are too small for the cannibals to care
being and go off into the heavens. A new Chaotic god, about. The cannibals will not eat them.
The God Of Hunger, is born. The party is invited to
become clerics of this new god. Should they choose to Medusa – 15 minutes after ingesting her flesh, all of
take this new god up on this offer, the following
the cannibals turn to stone.
happens:
Valkyrie – The cannibals all gain the stats of a Valkyrie
1) The alignment of the character shifts to Chaotic.
(except their alignment is Chaotic). The characters are
2) The character loses all hp, skills, abilities, etc of their forever barred from Valhalla. All Warrior-Priests of
current class.
Thor & Followers of Odin lose their powers for 1d6
3) The character becomes a Cleric with the same XP
days
value (re-roll hp, saves are those of a cleric,
everything).
.

APPENDIX 7: Faction relationships
Dwarves

Elves

Morlocks

Beastmen

Necromancers

Pixies

Dwarves

x

Hate

Hate

Hate

Hate

Ignore

Elves

Hate

x

Hate

Hate

Ignore

Like

Morlocks

Hate

Hate

x

Hate

Fear

Ignore

Beastmen

Hate

Hate

Hate

x

Ignore

Fear

Necromancers

Hate

Hate

Hate

Hate

x

Ignore
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